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PREFACE

/n June 1974, the Community Service r:-..Aety issued a :Report on Bilingual

Education, the result of a year long study of programs for pupils with English

language difficulties in NeW York City public schools.

The issue of bilingual education was of interest because of the Society's

established commitment to the disadvantaged, specifically the economically de-

prived and those who suffer from discrimination.

Shortly after the issuance of this report and following a class action

suit brought against the Board of Education in U.S. Federal District Court,

Southern District of New York, by Aspira of New York, Inc., et al., on behalf

of youngsters born in Puerto Rico or of parents recently arrived from there,

Federal Judge Marvin E. Frankel signed a Consent Decree wh/ch required the

Board of Education to implement a bilingual program along specific guidelines.

As a first step in this implementation', the Board of Education was to desig-

nate pilot or model schools in which to begin a planned program in February

1975.

In View of the Consent Decree and the continuing interest of the Society

in the affected school population, css devoted its efforts to monitoring the

bilingual pilot programs in the spring of 1975.

This study was conducted for the Society by its Committee on Education,

whose own members and staff, assisted by bilingual volunteers from other

agencies, participated in the monitoring of the bilingual program in the Pilot

Schools. In an orientation session for the monitoring teams, guidelines were

formulated to serve as the basis for the observations. A questionnaire was al-

so devised by CSS for use in interviews with staff of the Pilot Schools. (See

Appendix A)
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BACKGROUND OF THE CONSENT DECREE

A class action which was commenced on SepteMber 20, 1972, by FUerto Rican

and other Hispanic public school children, their parents, Aspira of New York,

Inc., and Aapira of America, Inc., against the Board of Education of New York

City, the Chancellor of the City School District and various community school

district officials, was settled on August 29, 1974, by a Consent Decree signed

by United States District Judge Marvin E. Frankel.

The group a children affected by the mandates in the Consent Decree are

"all New York City public school children whose English language deficiency pre-

vents them from effectively participating in the learning process mad who can
1

more effectively participate in Spanish."

The decree mandates that "An improved method for accurately and systemati-

cOly identifying and classifying children who are Spanish-speaking or Spanish-
2

surnamed will be designed and implemented by th- Board of Education."

These children are required by the decree to receive: (1) a program designed

to develop the child's ability to speak, understand, read and write the Englidl

language, (2) "substantive courses" or subject area instruction in Spanish

(e.g., mathematics, science, -dnd social studies),(3) a planned program "designed

to reinforce and develop the--ehild's use of Spanish," and to introduce reading

comprehension in,Spanish to children entering the school system whose reading

readiness assessment indicates this need. In addition,provisions must be made

to allow the children to "spend maximum time with other children so as to avoid
3

isolation and segregation from their peers."

In addition to other provisions, the decree also requires the Chancellor

to identify a number of elementary, junior high and high schools as Pilot

Schools to serve as models for the Program.

In February 1975, a total of forty elementary, junior high and high schools
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were identified and designated as Pilot Schools. These schools were to provide

a complete bilingual program for all students within each school who had been

identified as needing the Program. Furthermore, the Pilot Schools were to serve

the purpose of "among other things, demonstrating on a systematic basis to

school personnel on a borough-wide leVel the means of developing, implementing,

and operating the Program." They were also required by the decree to serve as

training centers for appropriate school personnel in other schools.

The agreement calls for the Board of Education to fully implement the Pro-

gram for ail children in the described category by September 1975.
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GOALS AND REQUIREMENTS OF A BILINGUAL PROGRAM

The research previously conducted by CSS, the mandates of the Consent Decree,

and a Special Circular prepared by the Mffice of the Chancellor, Board of Educa-

tion of the City of New Ybrk, defining minimum standards for the program de-

scribed in the decree, provide a guide to understanding the goals and require-

ments of a bilingual program:

1. Provision of "a meaningful opportunity (for Hispanic children) to
participaIe in .bhe educationgl program twhich) their lackfof English
might otherwise foreclose." .1

2. Proper acreening: In order to set up an effective program, valid
testing instruments must be developed and administered properly so that
children are appropriEtely placed.

3. Development ofErir-an to enable children to
"participate on an equal basis with English speaking students." 6

"Mien a child is able to participate effectively in the learning
process in English, as determined by an assessment of the child's
language skills, the child is no longer required to receive this program.
Further participation in a bilingual program may be considered as an
educational option fox a child who is no-longer required to receive this
program should the parent want a bilingual program for that child." 7

4. Suitable bilingual curriculum materials: Books and materials must
be appropriate to the curriculum, geared to the proper grade level, and
relevant to the child's culture and experience. If there are no such

-
tools available, their development is a primary objective.

5. Integration: Encouragement of effective interaction between English
and non-English speaking children.

6.: Parent participation: To involve Spanish-speaking parents in the
education of their children.

7. Ongoing evaluation: In order to,assess the results of different
teaching methods and techniques for the purpose of improving the bilin-
gual program.

With the conviction that an effective bilingual program would meet these

requirements,CSS began its monitoring of-the first stage in the implementation

of.the.Consent Decree.

0
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MAJOR FINDINGS

1. An atmosphere of excitement and enthusiasm permeated most of the Pilot

Schools. The bilingual staffs are dedicated and committed to the Program. The

comfortable relationship between students and teachers who understand and speak

their language has had a positive impact on the students, who seem interested,

are attentive, and take pride in their accomplishments.

2. Teachers were actively involved in curriculum planning, in searching out

and creating instructional materials appropriate to the program, and in sharing

experiences at workshops conducted after school which they attended voluntarily.

Teachers alco involved parents in these activities.

3. Most of the teaghers in the Program had a good command of both English and

Spanish.

4. In the majority of the schools, instruction in social ,t,,dies, mathematics

and natural science was conducted in Spanish. One school conducted all classe3

in English, and others utilized both languages.

5. English language instruction was the weakest component in the programs of

most of the schools visited. Little effort was made to develop conversational

skills or the ability to conceptualize in English, and there was no evidence

of any program designed to accommodate different levels of linguistic compe-

tence among the pupils.

6. 'Spanish language instruction was well planned and executed. In one school

the utilization of a Spanish Language Laboratory was credited with having great-

ly improved the English reading achievement of students using the laboratory.

7. A bicultural component was included in the program in all of the Pilot

Schools. Some integrated this into the regular curriculum, while in other

schools the cultural component was limited to flag displays or celebrations of



holidays,

8. Though.the Pilot Schools stated that integration of bilingual children with

others was promoted through a variety of activities, dbservers reported a

pattern of segregation in the schools visited. To some degree this was due to

the absence in many of the Pilot Schools of any significant number of students

of other ethnic groups who are English-dominant.

9. In almost all instances the Pilot Schools selected were schools which were

already engaged in providing bilingual education through Federal and/or State-

funded programs. As such, they did not serve as models to demonstrate the

step-by-step development of a new program.

10. Additional tax levy funds of as much as $35,000 per Pilot School were, in

most instances, used to enrich these programs through acquisition of additional

curricular materials,and to improve services through employment of additional

resource personnel and paraprofessional staff.

U. Tests designed for the selection of the target population and administered

in October 1974 were deemed invalid for measuring what was intended; the sub-

jective judgments of teachers were therefore more generally used for this pur-

pose in the Pilot Schools. New tests were thereafter developed and administered

in the late spring for identification of students for the September 1975 term,

but these tests were also criticized as inadequate instruments by the bilingiml

teachers.

12. A critical need exists for Spanish language texts appropriate to the tar-

get population in the City schools, particularly in social studies and in read-

ing.

13. Initial parental apprehension or opposition to bilingual education was re-

ported to have been encountered in a small number of the schools visited. This
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was overcome through workshops and the opportunity to observe the program in

operation.

i4. Most of the bilingual educators interviewed were reluctant to make any

estimate of how long it migir e th, , the program to develop

sufficient English languag_ in, ir education In at' ail-

English class. Mbst favored a "maintenance" program (maintaining the first

language while learning English) throughout the child's school career, rather

than a "transitional" program (transition to an all-English"class when English

language proficiency permits).

viii
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RECONENDATIONS

In view of the overall goals of bilingual education and the Board of Edu-

cation's acknowledgement of its responsibility to provide programs in which

both English-speaking and non English-speaking children "can effectivellt

participate and learn," the Community Serv-3,-, Flocic_ recommends the

following:

1. Curriculum Development: The Board of Education's Division of Educational

Planning and Support should design a curriculum guide for bilingual teachers

which mill deal with the sequence of language skills which need to be developed

in both Spanish and English for the majority of Hispanic children who may speak

bcth languages but are not proficient in either.

It is not enough to provide program guides which do no more than suggest a

daily schedule of a given number of periods, or number of minutes, to be devoted

to English as a Second Language'Or SPanish'Language Arts. This is meaningless

as an "Instructional Program Design."

2. Drafting and Dissemination of a Syllabus: The goals and objectives of the

Program should be stated in a clear and precise manner; and methods and tech-

niques which might be followed to achieve those goals should be suggested. It

is essential that there be guidelines regarding how long the Program will run,

taking into account the age, grade and linguistic ability of the children for

whoL the Program is provided. A planned sequence of instruction to enable the

pupils to acquire the skills they need as quickly as possible is imperative.

This would facilJtate the implementation of a new program and minimize the high

cost of duplication of planning and development efforts among the various school

districts.

3. Integration: A more intensive effort should be made to provide opportuni-

1.1
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ties for the pupils in the Program to participate in school activities wits

English-dominant pupils to encourage them to speak English in a non-threaten-

ing environment (gym, music, art, assembly, etc.). Speaking is an essential

part of Language development. Hearing and gpeaking English should not be limi-

ted to 45 minutes of practice drills per day.

-4. Improvement of Test Instruments: Instruments used to identify the target

population should test the verbal communication skills, as we/1 as

reading and writing ability 'n P sh and Spanish. Such a test should not re-

ly on one word responses, but should encourage conversational responses to per-

mit a more valid ass,Issment of the child's language ability.

5. Accelerated Recruitment and Training of Bilingual Teachers: While the Bi-

lingual Pupil Services Program is reported to have licensed aad placed 350 bi-

lingual teachers in the past two and a half years, the need aa measured', by the

target population is for 3,000 such teachers.

6. Program Evaluation: It is the responsibility of the Board of Education to

provide for citywide program evaluation annually. Such evaluation should be

conducted by an outside independent agency in order to assure _maximum objecti-

vity in determining whether:

(a) goals-and objectives are realistic, and to what extent they are being

achieved.

(b) educational standards are being maintained.

(c) program implementation is in accord with mandates of the Consent Decree.

7. The Board of Education should further:

(a) provide in-service training for all personnel involved in the imple-

mentation of the Program.

(b) grant necessary resources and technical assistance to community school

districts in the initial stages of program implementation.

(c) encourage textbook publishers to develop curriculum materials appro-

priate to the programnf bilingual education.



SELECTION OF PILOT SCHOOLS

The CSS monitoring teams visited seventeen of the forty designated

Pilot Schools, located in Manhattan, Brooklyn, Queens and the Bronx. The

number of pupils served in the pilot program in these seventeen schools

totaled 4280, ranging from 90 to 675 per school.

From this sample it appeared that most of the schools identified and

chosen to functir. '1 ;chools had been operatinA bilingual programs

prior to the spring of 1975, with funds received under Title I and/or

Title VII of the Federal Elementary and Secondary Education Act. A few

of these schools had also received state aid funds earmarked for bilingual

education. Only two of these seventeen schools had actually commenced

their program in February 1975.

Because CSS was interested in the procedure by which schools were

selected for the pilot program, each principal and program coordinator was

asked what criter t. had been used in the selection. S11,ly under 50 percent

responded that 7.hey had been asked to submit a written-patt, sal and were

later notified _a- t, they had been chosen. They did not kr 4hat standards

were used in making the determination. The other responses varied and

included the following: the schools had a large proportion of Hispanic

students; schools had five or more years of experience with bilingual

programs; the principal volunteered his school as a pilot; and one school

was directed by the District Office to serve as a pilot.

Personnel nome of the schools visited complained that although

their proposal h been accepted, there was a long delay before they were

so advised. Tte lir school officials attributed the delay to a lack of
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interest in bilingual education at the district level: Such lack of

support from the district offices was a matter of serious concern to

__-
principals in several of the schools visited.

Seeking further clarification about the method of selecting pilot

Schools, CSS spoke with an official at the Board_of_Educationls_Office-

of Bilingual Education. He stated that all elementary and junior high

schools in each district were to have been aotified by the Commuhit

School Board to submit propc J.1s, regardless of the number of Hispanic

children on.register. High schools were notified through the Central

Office of the Board of Education. The final decision in the selection,

he said, was made between the appropriate School Superintendent and

the Chancellor.

The official rs,i-::-zmed that the Pilot Schools were chosen for the

purpose of serving 041 lamOis for developing bilingual programs in their

respective districts- 1;7::: then asked why schools with long-established

bilingual or English as lw. $econd Language (ESL) programs were chosen

as "pilots". He respal4g0 that it was not economically feasible for

the Board of Edncat ,q,7 to Initiate a new program in schools that dixi

not already have a t-ilingual component in their curriculum. When Asked

if supplementary fu--1,. ,ere to be allotted to thoichools startiOE

their bilingual procr,- t September to make it "economically feAsible%

he responded that r. ote seemed to have a clear idea what would

occur in September.

It appears that two -Alor factors considered in the selection Of

the "pilots" were cost. awiprevious experience with bilingual education.
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Among the schools visited only two had not had a bilingual or ESL program

prior to their designation as Pilot Schools. Both were high schools --

one in Brooklyn and one in the Bronx. CSS was told that the Brooklyn

school was selected because of its high Hispanic enrollment (51% of the

4000 students enrolled are Spanish-speaking or Spanishsurnamed,_of_whom

more than half are in need of a bilingual program). A similar situation

prevailed at the Bronx school.

FUNDING OF THE PILCT SCHOOLS

Special funding was provided to the Pilot Schools. Several of the

Bilingual Coordinators in these schools stated that they had been under

The impression that each school was to receive $35,000 for the imple-

mentation of the Program. However,an official in the Office of Bilingual

Education stated to CSS that the amount given to eath school was

determined by the "needs of the school", that some received less than

$35,000 and none more than_that.

Utilization of Funds

The funds received by the Pilot Schools have been used in a variety

of ways. Some schools have used them to expand their already fUnctioning

bilingual programs in order to accommodate more children in need of this

service. The new classes opened with these funds were generally referred

to as "The Aspira Classes" because the moneys were a direct result of

the suit initated by Aspira.

In other schools, where administrative staff saw no need to add

classes, they used the funds to acquire additional curricular materials
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needed for the existing classes. They used most of their funds to purchase

textbooks, to expand the reading and mathematicb laboraories by adding

personnel and equipment,and to enrich their school libraries with books

written in Spanish.

One of the schools visited was primarily concerned with curriculuin,

development. It used its funds to acquire the services of a curriculum

specialist, who, working with the bilingual teachers ih the school,

developed a complete series of curriculum materials in the areas of:

(a) Spanish reading, designed to develop students' reading skills,

(b) Spanish language curriculum for reinforcement and development of

students' dominant language, (c) Hispanic history and culture, and

(d) English as a Second Language. Additional curriculum materials were

developed for social studies, science and mathematics, covering all

elementary grade levels. CSS was. told that this material would be

disseminated throughout.the district to be used by bilingual teachers

in other schools, some of whom participated in the curriculum workshops

held in the Pilot School twice a week.

Many schools have enriched their bilingual program by adding services,

such as those produced by a resource teacher who develops curriculum

materials at all levels of the program; bilingual educational assistants

who work closely with the classroom teachers; and paraprofessionals who

are usually utilized for small group instruction. Two of the schools

visited each hired a bilingual guidance counselor. School officials in

these schools found that the bilingual guidance counselor helped improve

communicam and understanding among parents, administrators and students.

They have_nrted a marked improvement in the marent-school relationship.

1 9



SELECTION OR STUDENTS FOR THE PILOT PROGRAM

To determine how students were selected for the pilot program, CSS

monitoring teams asked the bilingual personnel in the schools whether the

students had been tested for English language proficiency. All answered

yes. The same question about testing for Spanish langunu A,

produced only one negative response; the rest all said yes. Regarding

testing to assess subject area proficiency in English and/or Spanish,

responses were=evally divided between yes and no.

The Consent Decree required that "an improved method of accurately

and systematically identifying and_ classifying children who are Spanish-

speaking or Spanish-surnamed;." for-placement in bilingual classes, be

designed and imnlemented by October 1, 1974. A testing instrument was

designed and administered in October 1974. However, according to teachers

who used the test, the instructions "were unclear, the pictures which the

children were to identify were not d±scernible, and the test did not

measure what vas intended. Because this test failed to identify children

according to their ability to speak,:read, write or comprehend English

and Spanish, the Board of Education discarded it.

Since the test was invalidated, the criterion used for selection was,

in most cases, a subjective determination by teachers of the child's

English language deficiency. Students thus "identified" were then

informally "tested" -by their teachers to determine their ability to read

Spanish. For this-purpose the student was asked to read a chapter in

.a.Spanish language bank (at grade level).
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Two of the schools visited had designed their pilot differently than

the others and selected both English-dominant and Spanish-dominant children

for the Program. In each of these schools two ';paired" classs7 were

established at the same grade levnl; one for the Spanish-dominanu students

and another for the Spanish-surnamed children who-are,English-dominant.

In each class students were assigned to teachem whose dominant

language was the same as their own; at a given time af the day they

exchanged classes. For forty-five minutes daily, thm Spanish-speaking,

bilingual teacher taught the group of English-dominant students Spanish

as a Second language (SSL), and the English-dominant teacher provided

English language instructim to the Spanish-dominant students.

In order to identify students who, under the court decree, would

receive the bilingual program in the fall of 1975, new tests to assess

language ability in English and Spanish were developed and administered

in the spring of this year. These will be discussed later in the report.

INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAM IN THR PILOT SCHOOLS

Subject Matter Instruction

Social studies, mathematics, and natural science instruction was

conducted in Spanish in most of the schools visited. However, one of the

problems facing teachers in these subject areas is the paucity of appropriate

curriculum materials. Teachers and their aides spent much time culling

from available textbooks and developing supplementary materials in Spanish

for these classes. This was particularly true in social stuates. Textbooks

produced in Spain, Puerto Rim, or South Anerica are not relevant to the

social studies curriculum in the United States.



Despite these prob1e-

7

-t classes observed the CSS teRms reflected

careful planning and th ic;3 were well presenteu und developed. In

natural science, for example, children were observed planting seeds and

caring for small animals. Such activity-centered learning seemed to capture

their imagination and sustain their intereSt,. as_the growth and development

of plants and animals were discussed.

More frequently,though, traditional methodology was observed. A formal

presentation was followed by a question and answer period led by the teacher

to reinforce learning.

In 35 percent of the schools, it was reported that both English and

Spanish were utilized for instruction in mathematics; in 28 percent of the

schools, both languages were used to teach science; and in 21 percent of the

schools, social studies classes were condueted in both languages.

In one school all instruction was in English.

In the secondary schools several teachers expressed dismay that their

students had not received an adequate academic educaticn prior to entering

high school. Though Spanish-dominant, the students' previous experience in

the lower grades had been in monolingual English classes where they did not

understand the instruction. A high school mathematics teacher who was

interviewed stated that, as a result, he spent much of his non-teaching time

simplifying the presentation of the topic to be efigniissed in the class.

English Language_Instruction

In most of the schools visited, English language instruction was

conducted through English as a Second Language (ESI) classes.

These classes were usually scheduled for one 45 minute period daily.

One of the schools was providing two periods of:ESL, one of 4o minutes in

the morning,and another 45 minutes in the afternoon; another school reported

three 40-minute periods daily of ESL; and a third assigted 75 minutes to ESL.
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English as a Second Langnage appeared to be an extremely weak component

in the Pilot Schools.. Tale most frequently used method of teaching was group

instruction relying on repetition of English words and phrases and providing

no oppomtunity for pupils to develop conversational skills or the ability

to conceptualize in English.

In many instances students in the class who were obviously able to

communicate in English were nonetheless limited to the same form of instruc-

tion as the non-English speaking students, repeating in unison familiar

vocabulary and simple sentences. Instruction in most schools was not

designed to accommodate different levels of linguistic competence among

the pupils.

In only two of the schools visited was the CSS team able to observe

English language instruction which was not solely dependent on rote and

memorization. Instruction was directed to the devplopment of vocabularY

through employing newly acquired words in their proper context.

Spanish Language Development

Spanish-speaking observers on the CSS monitoring teams 'noted that

Spanish language instruction in grammatical structure, punctuation, reading

-.and commrehension was well-planned and executed.

In general, the schools reported that 45 minutes daily were devoted

to Spanish language instruction.

The CSS team observed displays of children's poetry and stories about

their native countries. Teachers in some schools had developed a Language

Experience Reading Program utilizing children's work--drawings, stories and

poetrywhich was organized in book form and used in the classroom for

supplemerary- reading. When students' creativity was tapped to develop

stories l'cm their own experiences, teachers reported improved student

interest and participation in the reading process.
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One of the schools visited in the Bronx had set up a Spanish Language Lab-

oratory with funds recetved for the pilot project. It was used by those stu-

dents who were experiencing reading difficulty in both Spanish and English.

The laboratory teacher, who is bilingual, worked with tko bilingual para-

professionals and the classroom teachers in developing a curriculum designed to

help students overcome their reading handicap, which she contended was often the

result of language interference and the-inability to establish phonic differen-

tiations in the two languages. The emphasis was placed on vowel sounds in Span-

ish and a review of correlating sounds in English.

It was claimed that as a result of this intensive program the English

reading ability of the students using the laboratory showed a marked improve-

ment. The school reported that the reading scores of a bilingual fifth grade

class had increased 47 percent in one year, measured by the City-wide Reaaing-

Achievement Test administered in 1974 and 1975. This group had previously

attended monolingual English classes through the fourth grade and had experi-

enced serious academic difficulties. It was stated that the laboratory was

also used for remedial instruction in other areas of the curriculum, e.g.,

mathematics, science, etc.

Cultural Component

In response to a question as to whether a bicultural component was inclu-

ded in 'the curriculum, all of the schools said yes. As to how it was incorpora-

ted in the curriculum, five said through social studies (or history), three

through language arts, and the others varied widely, including the following:

art, music, customs, filmstrips, Hispanic culture period, ethnic studies, dis-

plays of flags of different countries, and reading of Spanish poems and plays.
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One of the schools has developed a program in ethnic studies, which

includes the various Hispanic cultures, and is highlighted in arts and crafts.

The children designed a variety of papier-macha artifacts which were characteris-

tic of the Hispanic life-style. Another school held an art fair in which much

of the children's work portrayed various aspects of Hispanic culture.

In another school a study of the Tainos was undertaken. Students explored

the culture of the "aborigines", made masks and drew pictures of the various

aspects of this Caribbean Indian dulture.

STAFFING OF THE PILOT SCHOOLS

The Pilot Schools were staffed in most instances by bilingual teachers

who were native speakers of Spanish. They also included in some instances

English-dominant teachers who were fluent in Spanish. Others less fluent

were usually assisted by bilingual professional assistants (BPA). The BPA's

work with small groups of children, providing content area instruction in

Spanish. In all but one of the schools visited, there were also bilingual

paraprofessionals on staff.

Respons*es of the monitoring teams to a question about the quality of

Spanish spoken by the teacher indicated most were considered "excellent",

with a few rated "good". A similar question about the quality of English

spoken by teachers who were not native speakers Of English elicited responses

which rated three good, one poor and the majority excellent.

However, in one Brooklyn school a very different staffing pattern was

observed.' The school already had a bilingual program which was well-organized

and staffed with well-trained bilingual teachers. Two new classes were

opened for the Pilot Program to which only English-dominant teachers who had

a very limited knowledge of Spanish were assigned. There were no bilingual

BPA's, paraprofessionals, or other bilingual personnel assisting in these classes.
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The CSS monitoring team asked why the pilot classes in this school

were staffed by teachers who exhibited very limited Spanish-speaking ability,

and why, under these circumstances, there were no Spanish-speaking para-

professionals in the classes. The bilingual coordinator stated that the two

teachers would have lost their positions at the school if not so assigned

and that the services of paraprofessionals had been denied by the Community

School District Offiee. The coordinator further stated that the Hispanic

parents in the school had protested twthe Community School Board and were

demanding the services of paraprofessionals for the pilot prograM.

A guestion was asked in each of the schools visited whether English

language instruction was given by an ESL teacher. The vast majority

responded in the affirmative.

Obeervers on the monitoring teams also noted that assistance to the

pilot program was provided by a variety of other sources. Many of the schools

visited had the services of.student teachers from various colleges in the

metropolitan-area. In addition, Community School Districts may request

assignment of Bilingual Teacher InternS-from the Bilingual Pupil Sarvices

Office of the Board of Education. These interns are enrolled in Master'

degree programs. The-Bilingual:leacher Intern receives a substitute license

effective for one year, is employed by the Community School-District on a per

annum basis and before termination of the special license is expected to take

the Regular Bilingual Common Branches License Examination. Their duties and

responsibilities are the same as regularly licensed teachers.

In the schools visited, many of the paraprofessionals were also engaged

in career ladder programs preparing to become bilingual teachers. Among the

categories of such bilingual personnel are Bilingual Teacher Assistants,
.

who have from 60-90 college credits; Bilingual Teacher Associates (with mare

-than 90 credits and at least one year of teaching experience); and the

2 6
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Bilingual Professional Assistants, who already possess a Bachelor's degree

but do not have educational credits. Many licensed teachers in the pilot

program were also doing postgraduate work in the area of bilingual education

at City University, Long Island University and Fordham University,

In addition all of the schools claimed to have a staff development

program. Staff training was provided through various means including:

after-school workshops led by bilingual resource teachers, weekly in-service

training seminars conducted by the bilingual coordinator and master teachers,

district-wide workshops conducted monthly, and Project BEST (Bilingual Education

Skills Training) at Hunter College.

Student-Teacher Ratio

While the average class size in most schools was approximately thirty

children, staffing permitted a ratio of about fifteen pupils to one adult.

In most cases classes were divided into small groups for more individualized

instruction. In all schools visited, observers were told that paraprofessionals

employed in the pilot program were assigned to teach in Spanish for part of

the instructional time. Most of the responses indicated that they provided

"individual" help or worked with groups of eight to ten. In one high school

it was stated that on occasion the paraprofessional had responsibility for

the full class.

INTEGRATION OF STUDENTS

It is stipulated in the decree that students receiving instruction in

the bilingual program "...will spend maximum time with other children so as

to avoid isolation and segregation from their peers." Many of the schools

visited stated that they promoted integration of students through a variety

of activities ranging from music and art to assembly exercises, lunch periods,

trips, play periods and gym. One school scheduled club activity one afternoon

2 7
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a week for the entire school. Children were free to attend any activity

they wished. The options were leather crafts, sewing, ceramics, woodworking'

and others.

Of the various activities, the monitoring teams only had occasional

opportunities to observe children in assembly, lunch and gym periods. In

each such circumstance, though, there was total segregation. In the lunchrooms

the children appeared segregated by class group and ethnic identity. Whether

this represented self-segrcgation or a systematic grouping was not determined. .

An assembly period which was observed was attended only by bilingual children.

The classes which were seen were no different. All the Spnnish-speaking

students were attending gym class together because entire homeroom_classes

were scheduled in that way.

In many schools with large Hispanic enrollments, the absence of any

significant number of students of other ethnic groups who are English-dominant

makes integration impossiblb.

STUDENT-TEACHER RELA.TIONS

A good relationship between students and teachers was dbserved in the

schools visited. An atmosphere of trust and mutual respect prevailed.

Teachers said that students had developed a good self-concept since they

were in the bilingual program.

The CSS teams, where possible, interviewed students in order to find out

their views about the,program and their participation in it. They were all

enthtxiastic. Comments included: "For the first time I really feel like

attending school," "I feel I belong;" "If I don't understand something, I am

not embarrassed to ask." One high school student said that prior to her

attending school in a bilingual setting, she would "cut" most of her classes

because she did not understand "what the teacher was talking about." She

2 8



felt that in the bilingual setting she was not "looked-down" upon by

teachers and peers.

Most of the teachers interviewed stated that they expected and demanded

a high level of performance and that the students were responsive. They also

said that there was a marked improvement in the students' academic achievement.

The monitoring teams Observed that students were attentive and there was good

class participation.

Teachers, professional assistants and paraprofessionals stated that they

worked very-closely with the students to assess their academic needs and to

develop a program which was best suited to them.

CURRICULUM MATERIALS

Regarding the quality of material utilized in the bilingual clarsrooms,

60 percent of the teachers judgpd the materials to be either good or excellent.

Most used both commercially prepared and teacher-prepared materials. All but

one school indicated a sufficient number of texts and materials for all pupils

and all either had adequately supplied libraries or were in the process of

obtaining them.

In other instances, principals, program coordinators and teachers

expressed their dissatisfaction with the material available-for use in the

bilingual programs. Most of the textbooks are printed in Spain or South America.

They are geared to an educational system in which the Spanish language is the

medium of communication for all. They are designed sequentially for the child

who enters in the early grades and pursues his education without a language

conflict. Therefore the vocabulary in these books reflects a higher level of

lanjuage proficiency than that of the average Hispanic child in New York City

schools.

2 9
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Although :Ina_New York Hilpanicnupils generally Lire in a Spanish-speaking

environment, tne-,- are not necessarily literate in Spanigh. For many such

children the aoveo-mentioned mate;etalsUm inaRnTopriatt, an4 o advanced.

Some itiat± 1n use in tnt Zchools were dev7.11ped in the

southwest and sed on the Mexicierican culture/mild exnerienne, and

utilize id:Lzmati t:pressions which ara alien to the Hisc child in

New York. Als in many schools are materials whicheprinteEe=d

published in Po Rico for use in the public schools th , Although a

high percentage the Hispanic schosti population in the -.L4ew York City-public

school system is cf Puerto Rican descent, the stories depicted in these

textbooks generally have a rural setting which teachers claim is not relevant

to the city child.

There is a paucity of appropriate textbooks in Spanish published in

the United States.

Bilingual educators cite a need for reading materials which reflect

the urban child's experience, particularly in the Hispanic community. The'

Consent Decree states: "Materials used in the Program shall avoid negative

stereotypes of members of any ethnic or racial group, and, shall positively
8

reflect, where appropriate, the cultUxe of the children within the Program."

A. professional on the staff of the Board of Education's Bilingual Resource

Center reported that publishers here are becoming increasingly interested

in developing material for bilingual education, but await assurance of an

expanded market before investing heavily in this effort..

Some Community Schocl Districts were said to have obtained Federal

funding to develop their own instructional material. Many of the Pilot

Schools visited had used funds received for the pilot project to develop such

materials which will be disseminated throughout the district. One of the

schools had assigned $20,000 of its appropriation for this purpose.

3 0
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P13ENTAL ILITOLVEMENT

Personnel in stated that they had th 1211 support of

parents for the 4juL 4toprcram. In one-fourth of the' schools visited

sane parents were retted'o}have expressed oppositionto the enrollment

of their children in -. neb-Clitzual program. Among the reasons given were

fears that the chil6+p vc1,44,, not learn english, would be "held back"

academically or wouk4.. ,e W,J4patized. Although all bu=one of the Pilot

Schools Visited repozt Woligg,tharents had been advised af the plans and goals

of the Program, staff qaert:Aad-that the opposition encountered was generally

the result of misconc t4e-nr about bilingual education. They said that when

parents were able to c ,aervethe program offered to Hispanic children, many

changed their minds ant limed having their children participate in the

Program.

The monitoring team5s Naa opportunity to interview some parents in a

few of the schools. These ;arents confirmed they had been apprehensive

about bilingual educattor, fearing that educational standards in the

bilingual program woul& AlmitL5e. comparahle to those established for English-

speaking children. Howevmm:. through the parent workshops they began to

understand the advantagem +of bilingual education. They all stated that they

were extremely pleased-with their childrens' progress.

All schools visited reported that they had developed programs through

which parents partidipated ±a :srhool activities. In a few of the schools

this was accomplishedla4rouginvolving parents in curriculum planning and

development; in others,ipareratserved on committees for material evaluation

and selection. In 70 --ercent of the schools, parents were said to serve as

volunteers in the classrooms. Other forms of parent participation which

were mentioned included: =rents advisory councils, parent workshops,
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class parent meetings, service as volunteers for assemblies Fad field trips,

and, in one scLroll raiAing funds for library acquisitions.

TIM LIMIT FOR BILINGUAL INSTRUCTION

The Board:of Education has stated in a "Special Circular :fr.= the

Office of the Chancellor, dated July 21, 1975: Idhen a child -1.J.-ble tc

participate effectively in the learning process in English, as Jetermined

by an assessment of the child's aanguage skills, the child iIonger reauired

to receive the Program. Further participation in a bilingual program maybe

considered as an educational option for a child who is no longer required-Ito

receive this program should the parent want a bilingual program for that child."

CSS's position was stated in its "Report on Bilingual Education."

CSS advocates bilingual programs which: "...develop in the child proficienny

in English language skills at the same time he is provided with academic

instruction in his native language and in gnglish. When the child has

mastered English to the extent that hetcan participate on an equal basis with

English-speaking students, he should bet transferred to classes instructed

in English."

CSS also endorsed bilingual education legislation which included a

provision to enable :students "in a grade of an intermediate or secondary

schrml who wish to pursue further study in a language other than English,"

to beve such courses available.

Present state law limits bilingual instruction to three years. It may

be extended up to six years for individual pupils, if application by school

9
authorities is approved by the State Commissioner of Education.

In interviews.with bilingual personnel in the pilot schools, ihe

question was:raised asto how long it was antiCipated that students would

remain in the bilingual program. Of responses received in eleven of the 17

"2
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schoo: viztted, six said "throughc the .tiohnol years," two answered

"until tti rii1d achieves English 1.:.:nguage troficiency" and othemv.-w.eze

uncertain. "The majority favored a maintenerc'e'" program, in whidt_znildren

remain in a 171:03 progran, recerving iretr=tion in both SpFc.-÷- and

English throngha=t-their sChool_career'.

The bi77ingrP1 :programs are of such recent origin that bilingual

educators are reluctant to make .any estimate Of how long it might take

Such children to develop sufficient:Englishlanguage skills in order to

continue their academic development and social aajustment in an allEnglish

class.

EXTENDING THE PILOT PROGRAM TO SYSTEM-W1DE BILINGUAL EDUOATZON

Testing for Identification of Students Who wail Receive the Program ill-1975-'76

Pollowlang the abandonment of the testtmg instrument used in October of

1974 to identify students to be served in bilingual programs, a new test,

called the 'language Assessment Battery" (L.A.B.) - English version, was.

formulated by the Office of Educational Evaluation of theMnard of Education.

The test was initially given to a sample poneation of English-speaking

students whose perfommance was scored and who served as the "norming" group.

CSS was told by an official at-the Office of 'Bilingual Education that the

L.A.B. test was then given in.:aid-May to all children in the publia_school

system who were not native kers rt EngliSh, including the Spanish-sneaking

and Spanish-;mnrnamed children-

This temt TAMS to determine, amang other-things, which grpLiiinic
children shrmala re-naive bilingual i-Irctruation7rat the start aE the next

school year.

Bilingual teachers and coordinators who administered the test complained

to the monitoring teams that it was "inadequate as an instrument-to measure

0



languap.: profi,dency.
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They Also e/:77,? zi;cri concern about the design of the test

for grtr4,,- K-2 in thir opinion, it tested. a child's ability to recognize and

identify- objec7s -mat -*,==r than measurinK t4w. child's ability to converse in English.

Many of the school pansonnel also camgaillued that they were not adequately instruc-

ted in -;he tes&7==edures. They 'str'ed that they had attended an orientation

session_in their Ljve Community Sa.tool Districts the day before the test.

In their -7,-iew tnenf .-ssions were conar,..--fd by inadequately trained personnel who

had received the-DT- -orlentation at a Jpelal meeting held at Board of Education

headquarters, hot were themselves uncles:- about instructions for administering the

test.

The tests for grade, 1e1s 3 - 12 were to be group administered, except for

the speaking test (to be individually administered). In the lower grades, K-2, all

of the tests were to -1D=r- iiiridriTVLy admi ni stered. However, CSS was informed by

school --rsonneL that because of the 11 ted time available, the testing was fre-

quently done groupz even in the:lower grades. Since responses were oral,

it was unclezr tiow muobl, i-nfT,'Ipnce one child's response might have had on the others

in -the group-

A SpanklU, 7ersion of tteeL L.AL -mas also designed. Teachacs--told CSS that

kindergarten rat7zits taking -thim -7-..e= were required to demonstrate reading skills

on porticaz- --111t11-est, and that many- students in the other elementary grades re-

fused. to -1.;skr, -test hersazse 7-.541e7- coulamot read in Spanish.

2, major -anem mf contro siç the .....uestion of vhat group of Eispanic chil-

dren would be revluchned to -teare -tine Spent:Ea version of the L.A.T. The Board of Edu-

cation decideeE7tbat -this te= wouldl. be gbmen only to Hispanic -pupils whose scores

on the English L-A-B. fell below the bottmm 10% of the distribution of scores of

the :English-speaking "norming group". It7was intended that students who scored

higher on -the Spanish version wOuld be accommodated in the bilingual program.
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However, the Board of Educati= changed its position and decided that not

all such students should participate_in the bilingual program. Instead, it

would have excluded those students whose scores in Spanish, as well as their

scores in l'inglish, fell below the toctcor_10/0 of the "norming group". Such

students, considered unable to 7narricipate effectively in either language

by these staridards, would have ;-een a..-aced in am English-speaking class.

On the other hand, kspira-nressed for testing all Bispanic children

in Spanish tm determine whether they Ltanctioned better in Spanoish, even if

they scored high in_ English. In thFitl..- view, all such students should be

-placed in a bilingual program.

The divergent -ooints of view brunght both paztles back into court for

a resolution. Both views were rejected. The court noted -that: "...the

decree is not meant to enroll_for bilingual instruction ail who are more

tluent in Spanish than in Engsh. The setting and the goal remain a course
10

of English-language instructiainc."

However, the court also _diq /not ,accept the Board of Educatilun's

contention that the cutoff point:. be-at 1 for estabm+hing whether a

student could function mor;:. edildtWdolely ltLEnglish. The caurt stated that

it was more reammmah_ee to set 2C-5 az fte cutoff for scores in the English

L.A.B. It requimd that-. ^ZarlSe tudents scoring below the 2athl.percentile

in English be given the Scanish Furthermore, studenwho scored below

the 20th percentile im both languages -would have their scores:compared and

if they had a higher-score in Spanish, they were to be placed in -the 7 '1talij201

program.

The court tack=amdged "that these.decisionz-were based=ulkarscienti.T'i=.

assumptions , "":ta= they -were the most5mccenotable compromise "'the .1carties and

the court have been able 'to evolve" st7-the present time for7a program which
11

is to start irr September 1975,

3, 5
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Using the 20th percentile as the cutoff...poi:it in scores on the

English L.A.B., it was determined by the Board e. Education's; fLOffice of

Education Evaluation that 101,792 children should be -tested. in the. Spanish

version L.A.B. Of this group of Children, 89,000 are. in the 'elementary

and junior high schools and in wcoess of 12,=0 are in high sthoOls. The

results of the Spanish L.A.B. tee-ang have not 7neeniz4b1ished..

As of the end of June, no ...information was:swailable regarding the

actual number of pupils who would be eligible f= bilingual classes in

September 1975.

Question of "Compulsory Participation" Clarified by the Court

During the course of the piirzt prmgram in the spring of-1777,5, .papers

were filed in Federal Court onibelf of "objecting Hispard= iptax" who

wanted their children excluded from the 'biaIngual nrogracm. The. carrt ruled

that the Consent Decree awarded "lasse.aic -parent.i and. c.....1ffzmn

'rights ' --to a program of biairguaa ducat±on.. It .impozed._=:';.E.t.,ties upon

(them) to 'enjoy' 'use ne A by-the..discreeTdo :not

compel Spanish-speaktimg-parentzsioroliel.,..,- r::.tildrerLim-the- court-

ordered program."

In leaving pares free to 'choose, the .court cited othe

decisions regarding education and ,constitu:ticxtal_iaw and further referred

to a recommendation.made ir.LIca=nolty Service 'Z'we%qoasay .published

"Report on Bilingual Educattize:

"Participation in bilingtua "magma= -qtrntijii the. voluntanyieral

:require -written perelignion of the par=t. It :is the--:.rearronsibility

of local schools to7.explain the :purpose.: Tat: bilingual in&z:ucti on

to parents and to Traside 71' or -parent par.tiA-ipation in th;=

implementation of the-program,"

3 6
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The court order further states:

"Balancing the concerns for freedom and for effective teaching of the

affected students, defendant Board-has prepared forms of notice for school

administrators and letters to Hispanic parents which are intended (a) to

inform concerned people of the program and (b) to permit °opting out' while

refraining from encouraging it. The tone and content of these communica-

tions are meant to give the educators' best, if not certain, judgment while
3.4

leaving the choice of educational opportunities for the parents."

The letter prepared by the Board of Edlication for.mailing to parents (in

both English and Spanish) is rep:A-educed in Appendix B.

Are the Pilots Models?

The majority of schools vhich mill have to implement the "Program" in

September of 1975 will not have had the background and extensive experience of

they Pilots", nor are they likely to have the sources-of funding or staff and

materials which the "Pilots" had.

af the Pilot Schools had initiated the :program in the period from February

to June of 1975, they might have served as models for the newly emerging pro-

grams, because they would have met the purpose described in the decree of "demon-

strating on a systematic basis to school personnel on a borough-wide level the

means of developing, implementing, and operating the Program."

These schools, over the years, had already overcome the difficulties en-

countered in the planning stages and early implementation of a bilingual program.

It therefore appears unlikely that schools which have never before provided bi-

lingual education will have any easy model to follow.

However, some things have been learned which can be utilized, as in curri-

culum development, staff-training, and parent involvement. A great deal more

reeds to be done to strengthen the English language instrulonal program.
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CONCLUSION

It is difficult to foresee that anything approaching the Program observed

in these Pilot Schools can be replicated citywide by- schools' opening in

September of 1975. Since most of the Pilot Schools already had a well-trained,

dedicated, bilingual staff and were able to strengthen an existing program with

an additional allocation of funds, they had advantages which schools starting

in September will not necessarily enjoy. The problems facing other schools,

such as a shortage of bilingual staff, a dearth of appropriate instructional

materials, the absence of clear-cut curricular guides and the financial crias

in New York City which will affect funding for bilingual education, will inevi-

tably jeopardize the full implementation of the Program. The expense budget

adopted by the Board of Estimate and the City Council represented, according to

the Board of Education, close to a quarter of a billion dollar cut in the level

of educational services. It is unlikely that bilingual education will be spared

in the cuts imposed on community school districts' expenditures.

Under these circumstances it is essential that good faith efforts be made

by the Central Board of Education to: (a) collect and assess curricular plans

and materials developed in the Pilot Schools, (b) to disseminate widely those

ich are judged effective, (c) to initiate an intensive training pmgram for

teachers who will be expected to implement the Program in the comil;Is year, and

(d) to commit a major portion of the special Peaeral and State funding for

textbook acquisition to the purcnase of textbooks and reading materials apprb-

priate to the program of bilingual education.

Bilingual education should be given every chance to prove its efficacy as

a viable method of reaching children whose difficulty with the English-language

has impeded their progress in school. The Program must have priority:status

in every district where the puPils who have been identified as needing this
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APPENDIX A

BILINGUAL PILOT SCHOOL STUDY GUIDE

SCHOOL ADDRESS

DISTRICT PHONE

TOTAL ERROLIMENT

OBSERVERS

DATE OF vlpfrx

1) Criteria used for assignmemt of students to bilingual program

2) Number of students in the_goagram.

3) Are students tested for Ma&Iish language proficiency? YES , NO

4) Spanish language proficiency? YES , NO

5) Are studemts tested in order to assess their subject area proficiency in:

a) :English?

10 Smanishl

6) Row much time do gtudents in the program spend in:

a) English language instruction?

b) Spanish language instruction?

Has there been any pa=mt opposition to the students' assignment to a bilingUal
class?

YES NO

Yes No

Yes , No

Were parents advised about the program plans and goals? YES NO
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9) Is the teacher a nati7e speaker of Spanish? YES 0 TO

10) Is the teacher fluent in Spanish? YES 0 NO

11) Is Spanish spoken by the teacher: Excellent , Good Fair Poor

12) Is teacher a native speaker of English? YES , NO

13) If no, is his/her English: Excellent , Good , Fair , Poor

14) Is English language instruction conducted by an. E.S.L. teacher? YES ,NO

15) Is there a bicultural component in the curriculum? YES NO

a) If yes, bow is it incorporated in the curriculum?

16) What mndel is used in the organizational structure of your bilingual program?

) Bilingual Mini-school .

Non-graded classes
Graded classes

d) Bilingual school

17) Wbat is the student-teacher ratio?

18) Are there any paraprofessionals in the classrooms? YES NO

If yes how are they utilized?

19) Axe the paraprofessionals English or Spanish dominant?

'20) Are paraprofessionals assigned to teach part of the instructional time in

Spanish? YES , NO

If yes, how many students are assigned to each group?

21) Are the paraprofessionals attending college? YES , NO

If yes, are they in a career ladder program? YES , NO

22) In what language are the following subjects conducted?

Math , Science , Social Studies

1 Art 0 Health Educ.

23) If professionally trained to make such a judgment, how would you rate the

'quality of subject matter instruction given in Spanish?

Excellent
/ Good ) Bair Poor

4 1
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24) What provisions have been built into the program in order to.avoid segre-
gation and/or isolation of the bilingual students from their peers?

25) In the classroom teacher's judgment, what is the quality of the material
utilized in the bilingual classroom?

Excellent , Good , Fcir , Poor

26) Is the material commercial? YES , NO

27) Are textbooks available in both languac YES , NO

If no, please explain

28) Is any material prepared by the teachers in the program? YES ,NO

29) Is the library adequately supplied with books in both languages? YES ,NO

If no, Please explain

30) Are there sufficient texts and other learning materials for all the pupils

in the program? YES , NO

If no, please explain

31) Do parents participate in the process of material selection? YES , NO

Please explain

32) Do parents participate in curriculum planning and development? YES ,NO

33) Axe parents participating as volunteers in the classroom? YES , NO

34) Is there a staff developuent program? YES , NO

How, and by Whom was staff trained for the program?

35) How was this school selected for the pilot program?

36) toes the school have a bilingual resource staff?

4 2
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37) Was the school staff involved in program development and planning? YES ,NO

If yes, how?

38) What instruments will be used to measure" the pupils' achievement?

Will these be administered in English? YES , NO

in Spanish? YES , NO

39) For how long is it anticipated that students will remain in the bilingual
program?

40) How mill the program be evaluated?

41) How is the program funded?

a) Title I

b) Title VII

c) Other Federal funds

d) Tax Levy

e) State aid

By whom?

(Please gpecify)
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Letter to Parent to be in English and in Spanish.

June , 1975

Dear Parent:

Appendix B

Your child , has been identified for an educational

program designed to help him/her succeed in school. This program is intended

to strengthen English language abilities whil prc-iding instruction in areas

such as mathematics, science, and social studies in Spanish and to continue

the development of Spanish language abilities. In addition, in order to avoid

isolation and segregation fram his schoolmates, opportunity will be provided

. for your child to spend maximum time with other pupils.

We are looking forward to having your child in this program. Should you

have any questions about it, please contact the school to arrange for an

opportunity to discuss the matter with me and/or my representative(s).

Sincerely yours,

Principal
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